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Introduction

Welcome to the Alignment
Guidebook!

I'm so excited that you're here. Your
alignment has an impact on the way
you see yourself, the way you move
and the way you think. This
guidebook will give you a little peak
into how you can realign your body
and unleash your power.  

In this guide you'll find, photo images on how to
stack your body, simple lifestyle changes and a
habit tracking worksheet to get you started.

See you inside! 
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You're going to have

 this much fun!



Why does it matter?
So glad you asked! 

Alignment has an affect on your total wellbeing
 (see what I did there😉). 

STRESS PAIN AND
PERFORMANCECONFIDENCE

Keep scrolling to learn why...

Alignment affects



*Try slumping forward and taking a deep breath.*

This might be hard to do. By dropping your shoulders forward you are
tightening everything around your ribcage and causing shallow
breathing. In order for your nervous system to calm, deep breaths are
required. 

Remember that next time your working under stress at your computer. 

Stress.



Confidence.

*Try standing up tall with your shoulders back. Place your
hands in fists on your hips - think superhuman pose*

You may automatically feel more confident.

The reason for this is because when you feel small, you make
yourself small. This also happens in reverse. By making yourself
small you may feel small. 

Get those hands on your hips and go out there and save the
world! (No pressure though.) 



Pain and performance.

Your body is like a group project. Each joint, muscle, ligament, ect. has a
specific job that it's very good at. When you are out of alignment one of those
pieces has to do another persons job. 

Naturally, that part isn't as good at it's new job AND it has to do both jobs
now. This leads to burn out. Now some parts of your body are doing double
duty and it won't perform as well as it can. This can lead to injuries, chronic
pain and lack of performance. 

Let's get into it...



The next few pages will document how to
properly align your posture.



Feet
Aligned: Toes pointing forward
Why: The way your toes are pointing helps your hips work
optimally. It also makes sure your ankles, toes and foot muscles are
all working properly to help avoid bunions, hammer toes and ankle
tightness which leads to ankle injuries.

Yes...it does feel
like your pigeon

toed and waddling.
It will get easier! 



Weight Placement
Aligned: Instead of having your weight forward, shift your weight
back into your heels. Try stacking the centre of your ankle with the
centre of your hip (see little doodle lines below.).
Why: When your weight is forward it makes your quads to mot of
the work. This turns off your hamstrings and puts extra pressure on
your knee. It also changes the rest of your alignment which throws
off your spine, and head posture.



Neutral Pelvis
Aligned: Have your pubic bone and your hip bones level with each
other. If your hips are behind your pubic bone or in front of your
pubic bone, you aren't in neutral.
Why: As demonstrated with our little "ouch" below. Having your
pelvis in neutral can keep your hips healthy and your back from
aching. Your low back doesn't need that extra pressure! 

Ouch...



Ribs
Aligned: Relax your ribs and create a straight line from the front
to the back of your ribs.
Why: When your ribs are pressed forward it puts too much pressure
on your upper back and forces your head forward. When your ribs
are collapsed, it creates difficulty breathing and poor
shoulder/upper back posture.

Rib splay Rib collapse Happy ribs😄



FORWARD HEAD
How they should be stacked: Your ear is aligned with your shoulder
Why: Pressing your head forward creates tension in the beck of your
neck, it creates bad shoulder posture which can lead to shoulder cuff
injuries and it makes your upper back round forward over time



SITTING

SHOES

Moving in many ways during your day will help
keep your body from building immobility, tension
and getting stuck in postures that will lead to pain
and injury.

Lifestyle.

WALKING

Try sitting on the floor! When you sit in a chair you become immobile.
Floor sitting can allow your body to move in many different directions
which will keep your hips healthy and happy. For extra fun, try working
in a squat. It looks weird but your ankles will thank you...eventually.

Your shoes are another object keeping your immobile. Try taking
them off more. This will allow the muscles in your foot to activate and
the bones to mobilize on different surfaces. 

Go for more, little walks, during the day. Yes I love a big walk but
making sure you are getting up and walking more often will get your
hip flexors extending and keep your back happy. Been sitting for an
hour? Get up and do a little walk around.



What's Next?
Creating habits! To help get you started, download

and print the tracking sheet below. This will help
remind you to set yourself up for the day and give

basic lifestyle habits to start creating a more aligned
life.

MORNING

Before you leave in the
morning, do a body scan and
align your body for the day.

EVENING

How to use the tracking sheet.

When you get home, check to
see that you're moving your
body in multiple ways during
the day.



Align Daily Check-in 
morning body scan

Feet pointing forward 

Weight in your heels

Neutral Pelvis 

Relaxed ribs

Head stacked

evening lifestyle check-in

I sat on the floor today 

I walked without my shoes on today 

I went for a walk today



One final thing! 

If you place your body in the
aligned position and feel tension,
or feel like it's really hard to get
your body there. This is likely
because you need more mobility in
those areas.  If you take one thing
away from this guide let it be this...

Tension breeds tension. 

If you force your body into a
position, you are placing more
tension somewhere else. Moving
into these positions should
ideally be easy. If you are being
forceful it could cause frustration
and pain elsewhere.

Sometimes we need more mobility
to create space, before we realign.
If you need help, my course: The
Bulletproof Body Program is a
back to basics, mobility course to
unlock your joints and create
physical freedom



fin.
You just did that! You have officially
re-stacked your body to create a
healthy nervous system, posture and
to help reduce your pain. 

Remember that changes don't
happen overnight. Your body knows
when you are in a state of
resistance. To make changes, be
kind, be gentle and go slow. 

Now go out there and stand with
confidence you perfect human! You
never know what happens after you
gain some confidence.  

If you need me, you can reach me at the email below. 
I would love, love, love to hear from you! 
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